OPJH 2018 HoN tournament scenario 1

Oh come and see... Come and see... that fancy firework!
The Germans are out to destroy an ammunition depot.
Even at the “need-to-know” level there is next to no talk about these secret missions.
Moreover it goes without saying that “Operation Firework” shall take place
in the wee hours... set against the nightly skies...
RECRUITMENT
Allies 220 points.
Germans 350 points.
No Heavy Vehicles allowed.
DEPLOYMENT, INITIATIVE and DURATION of the game
The Allied player puts a screen on the board.
Concealed from the German player, Allied troops are deployed and a yellow Objective marker
with the Allied symbol facing down is placed in one of the two large buildings to denote the depot.
A neutral yellow Objective marker is placed in the other large building as decoy.
Do not remove the screen until the Germans have deployed.
Germans start the game with Initiative.
The game lasts for 6 turns.
SPECIAL RULES
The “Scout” ability may be used. German Vehicles making use of this ability cannot transport units
when entering the map and must start their “Scout” move at the entrance square on the road in order
to proceed from there to their advanced deployment spot.
German Vehicles without “Scout” ability may transport troops onto the map and must move in
through the entrance square on the road in the Activation phase with an Order or without Order
during the Supply phase.
Two of the German infantry units are given one “Demolition charge” token.
It is allowed to pass these on, once per turn, to another unit within the ZoC of the carrying unit.
These tokens are dropped in place if the carrying unit is eliminated.
Dropped tokens can then be picked up by a unit moving upon their location.
The “pass on” and “pick up” actions are allowed in the course of a movement.
To distinguish the decoy from the depot a German unit must move adjacent
to either Objective token and have a clear LoS to it. The token can then be turned over.
To place the “Demolition charge”, a carrying unit must be positioned
on top of the Objective at the end of a Supply phase.
Allied units are not allowed to remain stationary on either Objective location.
At the start of each turn, the player with Initiative rolls a die to determine which Night Rules apply.
2 to 5 Clear Night
1 or 6, Dark Night
Houses cannot be destroyed but holes can be made in their walls.
VICTORY CONDITIONS
The German side wins if they succeed in placing a “Demolition charge”
onto the Depot Objective at the end of the Supply phase of any turn.
Victory goes to the Allies if they can keep the Depot intact.

